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CALL (818) 699-9111



THE CELUI EXPERIENCE

60 MINUTES - $185

90 MINUTES - $295 

(INCLUDING NECK AND DÉCOLLETÉ)

APHRODITE ENHANCEMENT

12 SESSIONS - $1100

SINGLE SESSION - $50

(MEMBERS)

SINGLE SESSION $100 

(NON - MEMBERS)

BABOR SIGNATURE

60 MINUTES - $280 

90 MINUTES - $380

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

60 MINUTES - $285 

90 MINUTES - $395
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A customized experience that includes cleansing, toning,

exfoliation and massage. Complete with our own intense

Hydration Masque, which offers pure hydration,

immediate cooling relief, while enhancing the effect of

serums and moisturizers, creating softer and plumper

skin.

60 MINUTES - $185

90 MINUTES - $295 (INCLUDING NECK AND DÉCOLLETÉ)

THE CELUI EXPERIENCE



This Biochemical Muscle Stimulation (BMS) method, is

based on external stimulation of muscles, along their

fibers by means of mechanical wave vibrations. With a

certain frequency and amplitude, creating a muscle

regenerative tremor.

The procedure allows for lymphatic drainage and has a

deep mechanical effect on the nerve receptors, sweat

and sebaceous glands, facial muscles, fat layers, blood

and lymphatic vessels. Eliminates swelling and pastiness

of the facial tissues. (BMS), has a physiological

mechanical effect on the face, neck and head,

activating blood stimulation, adding volume, and

restoring the full function of facial muscles. Resulting in

the disappearance of sagging skin, wrinkles, crow’s feet,

as well as, normalizing the shape and color of the skin.

12 SESSIONS - $1100

SINGLE SESSION - $50 (MEMBERS)

SINGLE SESSION $100 (NON - MEMBERS)

CLIENTS CAN BOOK JUST THE APHRODITE WHICH IS ABOUT A 30 MIN

PROCEDURE INCLUDING CLEANSING, TONING, AND MOISTURIZING.

APHRODITE ENHANCEMENT



Biologique Recherche is a French luxury skincare line

utilizing unique formulas that are rich in botanical,

marine and biotechnical extracts. 

Each facial is highly personalized to achieve immediate

and long-lasting, visibly radiant results. Your Biologique

Recherche esthetician will select the best suited

booster(s) and products designing a results-driven

personalized experience which can include manual

lifting techniques, use of Biologique Recherche!s

proprietary technology, and/or co-factor masks. 

Biologique Recherche boosters are highly concentrated

professional products formulated exclusively for use by

the Biologique Recherche expert in the treatment room

and applied using unique manual techniques for amazing

results based on your personalized Skin Instant.

60 MINUTES - $280 

90 MINUTES - $380

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE



A treatment with the BABOR Expert Method is an

experience that goes more than skin deep. Signature

elements activate the skin from the surface down to the

deepest levels. The transition from warm to cool

elements not only feels good but literally kisses your skin

awake. 

For you, a treatment is the ultimate wellbeing

experience. For your skin, it is a power workout. Using

sophisticated techniques, we achieve the maximum

performance from the products we use. The result?

Beautifully nourished and vitalized skin – and that

incomparable BABOR feeling.

60 MINUTES - $280 

90 MINUTES - $380

BABOR SIGNATURE
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LAMINATION - $95



The perm solution, relaxes the bonds that give your hair

its natural texture, and the ability to reshape them any

way you want. Once the solution is removed, your brows

look shiny and set in place.

LAMINATION - $95

BEAUTY N’ BROWS


